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Please note that there are several links throughout the presentation and most of the images are linked to helpful resources. This slideshow may be best viewed in presentation mode.

Our Story

● Year 1
  ○ NGSS learning
  ○ Unpacked all performance expectations - with ALL high school science teachers

● Year 2
  ○ Finished unpacking
  ○ Created potential sequences and voted on one that would fit us best

● Year 3 (where we are now)
  ○ Building the 1st course & start 2nd course in semester 2

● Year 4 (not yet started)
  ○ Continue to build course 2 and start course 3
Process & Protocols

- Reviewed resources
  - NexGen Storylines
  - Creen - Chicago
  - MBER
  - New Visions

- Designed course sequence with unpacked PEs
  - Identifying the anchoring phenomenon
  - Modeling/storyline template

- Using 5Es to create lessons
Group Sharing and Helping